
“Expertise  is always 
based on special 

interests”



HISTORY

2001 
schimek ZT GmbH architecture+engineering  
CEO and Principal Architect Olivia Schimek-Hickisch 
 
1975 - 2000 
Architectural office Helmut Schimek

Mrs Schimek-Hickisch studied architecture in Vienna and Canada, 
accompannied by numersou study-trips. She practiced in Singapore 
and lived in London. 

She continued the family´s architectural office after her late father 
and her field of activity covers a diverse variety of projects including 
private housing, adaptation and renovation, public buildings and 
general planning of large developments. She lectures at national 
and international professional conventions, acts as a trainer, 
thesis supervisor and juror in architectural competitions. 

She follows an intense commitment in professional organisations: 
Her latest positions are president ÖIAV (regional society of architects 
and engineers) and vice-president of the regional chamber of fully 
chartered architects and engineers.

WORLDWIDE

• Partner(network) in:
LINZ (HEADQUARTER),VIENNA, FELDKIRCHEN, 
SALZBURG, LONDON, PARIS, 
 BARCELONA, YEKATERINBURG, 
SINGAPORE, NEW YORK

• Clients Projects in:
ST. PETERSBURG, NISCHNI 
NOWGOROD (RUSSIA),  JIZAN 
(SAUDI  ARABIA),  DIRAB  (SAUDI 
ARABIA),  AL AIN (UNITED ARAB 
EMIRATES),  BAHRAIN,  MARRAKESH 
(MAROCCO), PARIS

• Buildingsites in Austria:
LINZ, ST. NIKOLA, WELS, ST. ULRICH, 
 KIRCHSCHLAG, STEYR, VIENNA, 
 STRENGBERG,  LEONDING, SATTLEDT, 
 BRAUNAU,  FREISTADT, TRAUN, 
GRIESKIRCHEN,  OTTENSHEIM, ST. FLORIAN, 
 THURNHARTING, WINDHAAG BEI PERG, 
HOFKIRCHEN BEI 
ST. FLORIAN, ALTHEIM,  ALTENBERG BEI LINZ, 
KIRCHSTETTEN, GMUNDEN,  REIFNITZ AM 
WÖRTHERSEE

RACE TRACK

LA FERTÉ GAUCHER NEAR PARIS,

FRANCE

KINDERGARTEN SOLAR-CITY

PICHLING-LINZ,

AUSTRIA



BUILDING IN HARMONY. 

Schimek architecture & engineering 
is specialised in working with natural 
materials and renewable energy 
from the very beginning. Accordingly 
Olivia Schimek-Hickisch was awarded 
the Austrian Solar Price in 2000. 
She shares her knowledge within 
her worldwide partner network 
and by lecturing and publishing 
internationally.  “Our unique strength 
is implementing aesthetic future 
oriented holistic solutions.“

BIOCLIMATIC



GRABBING VISIONS. 

A company´s objective is determining the usage and 
performance of a building. Appropriately wide ranges 
the experience at schimek architecture+engineering. 
„We are always aiming for solutions on a high 
technical and conceptional level targetting more 
efficiency and performance – and displaying the 
entrepreneurial spirit and vision by the means of 
architectural expression and design.“

CORPORATE
ARCHITECTURE



SUSTAINABLY SECURING HABITAT. 

schimek architecture+engineering has gained relevant 
experience for many years and stands for approved, integrated 
and sophisticated protection of buildings. “The secure 
foundation of our concepts for the architectural design, 
refurbishment or monument conservation consists of profound 
technical specialized know-how (e.g. also in the fields of 
civil engineering and geotechnics) to wich we, on occasion, 
integrate our established network partners.”  

FLOOD PROTECTION
OF BUILDINGS



ADVENTURE ARCHITECTURE. 

Racing tracks are an outstanding speciality 
of schimek architecture+engineering. Apart 
from the track planning, which is supervised 
by the internationally renowned track designer 
Dr. Franz Schreiner, a multifunctional 
infrastructure has to be created. Technical and 
visual ambitious solutions according to the high 
level standards of the FIA are fulfilled for grand 
stands, paddocks, racing towers etc.. All of this 
meeting highest quality in order to create a 
great experience for the whole family.

MOTORSPORTS



schimek ZT gmbh
4020 linz, austria, europe  
herrenstrasse 2
T: +43.732.736001  F: .15

office@arch-schimek.at
www.arch-schimek.at


